Wheel station replacement
1. Replace bolts & dowels on epicyclic gear hub
Don’t use a torque wrench to get to 35 foot/pounds, since if the threads are stripped, it can be a very expensive
exercise breaking down the wheel station and bevel boxes right back to the suspension to replace components.
1.
2.
3.
4.

There should be absolutely no top-bottom play in a jacked-up wheel. If there is, its loose from wind-up.
To change the hub bolts and dowels, and shims, take the wheel off.
Take off the wheel hub drum – can use a hammer
A hot hub can mean a binding brake, but not always

The star plate bearing supports the shaft. This has a flattened side, so that the locking washer can be inserted, and
bent over the outer nut. When replacing this in reverse order, the centre bolt is screwed tightly on, and one part of
the backing washer is hammered over one hex face of the nut. No need to do any more edges than this one.
5. Mark the two alignment marks on the wheel hub for later replacement.
6. Take the long Allen key hex bolts out. Undo them by opposite numbers. These can be reused; but if the
hexagonal insert is starting to wear, replace them.
7. Remove the wheel hub – have a bowl for the old EP90 oil.

8. Take off the centre nut. This may be loose – it should be tight.
9. Use three 5/16 UNF bolts to draw off the star plate bearing – push the plate off against the carrier.
10. Take off the planet gear retainer/carrier plate - use the bolts to push this off, too.

11. There are 6 x 24 = 144 needle roller bearings, 24 per planetary gear.
12. Use blue-handled crochet hook to prise out these needle roller bearings.
13. Check carefully for any lockup after removal of the needle bearings. Will lock up if they get into the wrong
place. They should not be placed into the outer rim cogs. They will fall through!
14. Take out the sun gear – spray with WD40 and put aside.
15. Take out the six planetary gears – check for wear and fractures – spray with WD40.
16. Remove and keep the shims – inspect and replace as required.
17. Lever against the brake plate and the brake drums to force the taper bearing forward and out. The ring
gear should come away with the brake plate. It may need a hub puller.

18. Remove and replace the oil seal into the wheel station which houses the taper bearing and tap home,
eventually using the old bearing to tap home flush the new one.

19. The dowels are checked. These should be tight. These are stronger than bolts since they can be hardened.
If they shear a complete centre hub and (from a front wheel) swivel assembly needs to be replaced.
20. If this is the case, the brake unit and suspension must be removed.
21. The dowels are blue locktited into place for extra security.
22. Check that the holes on the planetary carrier have not opened up. If so, it must be replaced and re-milled
for a larger dowel. Ideally the dowel should need to be drifted in. If the hole has opened up, the dowel
won’t need to be drifted in.
23. The compression washers and bolts are replaced because of wear. Clean the bolt holes of oil. The hub bolts
are tightened up on opposite sides. Check for any play.
24. The outer hub is greased so that the bearings don’t run dry.
25. The shims are replaced – some are worn to pieces – they are used for adjustment to the bearings. If the
shims are too tight, or too few, then wheel can lock up or can cook the bearings (if the bolts/shims are too
tight). If too many shims, there will be play in the wheel. A very very small amount of play is OK.

26.
27.
28.
29.

The back plate with the taper bearing and new oil seal of the wheel seal assembly are replaced.
The planet carrier backplate is replaced and bolted in.
If NOS, the planet carrier has original brown bearing grease on it – this can be burnt off!
Once all the needle rollers have been re-inserted and checked, the planet gear retainer plate is replaced
and put back into position.

If the components don’t go back in the correct order or one of the 144 (6 x 24) needle bearings are put
incorrectly into the outer cog of the gear train, it can slip behind into the brake plate area or else become
locked up and jamming the teeth of one of the six planetary cogs, seizing and breaking the wheel.

30. Put washers onto the planetary gear cover plate. Put on new nylock nuts with some Locktight. Use these
nuts only once. Nylock nuts replace the older wirelock nuts as an anti-vibration nut. Can’t recycle these,
therefore replace.
31. Check that the epicyclic reduction gear is aligned onto the spline and rotates freely. Match up the wheel
hub filler position to match the other wheel before the planet retaining plate is put back.
32. Then replace the star plate bearing. This holds the shaft in place, so it does not wobble.
33. Can use star anti-vibration washers to prevent working loose from vibration.
34. Replace the central nut and lock this into place with the fixed washer bent over one side.

35. The wheel has to be held in position with the wheel nut brace bar in order to keep it from moving round.

36. Keep the old long hex bolts that secure the hub cover to the wheel. They can be re-used but only once, and
preferably use new, since the indented hexagonal seating is more likely not to round if it is new.
37. Refit the wheel hub. Put a seal of Hylomar blue gasket sealant onto the face of the tracta hub green outer
sling plate. This compound is flexible and forms a strong bond under anoxic conditions. A non-setting
sealant it allows movement/flange separation, as required. Don’t use a silicon-based instant gasket
compound, which will go off. Hylomar allows the component to be unbolted.
38. Replace the brake drum cover. Secure it in place with the countersunk screw.
39. Replace the wheel on onto the eight securing bolt threads with the wheel brace bars.
40. Do up the wheel nuts in opposite order. There are two different sizes of wheel nut: old & new.

2. Replacing the wheel station assembly from step. 19.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

Undo the handbrake cable clamp on top of the brake backplate unit.
Take off the brake servo unit as a sealed unit with its four bolts.
Take the four long bolts off to remove the entire brake backplate unit and brake shoes.
Undo the three bolts holding the steering tie-rod in place – use a soft hammer to knock.
Take off the four suspension grease nipples, individual backplates and felt washers.
Remove the suspension pin locking bolt
This allows the suspension pin to be drifted out (there are 2 on the rear wheel assemblies).
Undo the six small bolts on the wheel assembly back flange plate.
Undo the 8 Allen socket bolts to take apart the top suspension trunion caps (4 on each unit).
Remove the phosphor bronze bearings on each trunion lug.

51. Remove the Tracta boot. (there is no wire through the securing bolts, so that it does not risk cutting the
boot. The original Army boots are of superior quality to the more modern civvie manufactured
equivalents).
52. Remove the Tracta boot jubilee clip. Spray boot with WD40. Ease it off the wheel assembly.
53. Transfer the boot onto the new wheel assembly unit. When doing up the new jubilee clip, break off the
excess metal tag, so this does not run the risk of cutting the Tracta boot.
54. Take off the trunion pin spherodize preservative coating with emery paper. ½ thou “ will make a difference.
Also scrape the coating off paint on the suspension pin holder.

55. Replace the phosphor bronze bushes onto the trunion pins. The top and bottom trunnion pins (wishbone
dowels) are different lengths: the lower one is shorter.
56. Grease up the trunion pins and put Hylomar onto the flange back plate.
57. Do up the 8 Allen socket bolts. These must be really tight.
58. Replace the grease nipple and felt washer. Grease all 14 grease nipples.
59. Offer up the wheel assembly; line up the new flange seal onto the flange back plate. There is a small
amount of tolerance in the holes, because a new one never wants to line up.

60. Grease the suspension pin and drift this back in to hold the suspension arm.
61. Replace the suspension locking pin and the grease nipple on the ends of the suspension pin. Do this by
putting the old one in first with a grind in it: it is looser and following with the new pin drifted in. Care! The
old pin will shoot out as the new one is hammered in behind.
62. Put back the suspension locking pin underneath.
63. Put back the grease nipple plates and felt washers onto either ends of the suspension pin.
64. Put back the 3 bolts and washers on the tie-bar and torque wrench these tight.

65. Perform an initial fill of the suspension box with EP80w90 from the top bolt. Wheel assembly has filler
plugs machined front and back (polarity, dep. on which side it is fitted). Keep the rear plug open whilst
filling. Oil will go through to both Tracta joints. No need to fill again.
66. Brake back plate goes back on with four bolts. Bolt back on the brake servo unit.
67. Fit a new oil seal on wheel station. Use old seal to hammer it home, as in step 17 above.
68. Re-insert bolts. Probably no need for locktite, since new bolts; no gap in old threads.
69. Grease up axle. Check the shims required and reinsert the taper bearing.
70. Put wheel station back on after oil seal on taper bearing put back into place.
71. Put in just 3 bolts to spread load and check shim adjustment and ease of wheel turning. If needs be, lever
off the wheel station, remove taper bearing and add/remove shims. These shims bear on two tapered
bearings; have to be just so, otherwise wheel too tight or loose.
72. Replace needle bearings and planet gears as in step 28 above. Check planet and sun gear for wear.
73. Replace planet gear carrier plate with nylocks (no need for Locktite) as in step 30 above.
74. Line up green wheel hub plate with the rear wheel filler plug/white wind up mark, as in step 4 above.
75. Once this is done, put in the sun gear.

76. Replace star plate, as in step 29. above. Tighten nuts in opposite order to balance load.

77. Tighten central shaft nut. Lean on it – washer fixed in position with straight cord. Bend over washer onto
one edge of the nut with a screwdriver. Hammer it in with soft hammer.
78. Grease up all wheel points.
79. Replacing the tyres: right-hand thread on the right-hand (offside) because this tends to naturally tighten;
otherwise a left-hand thread would work loose. A left-handed thread (and ‘left-hand’ wheel station) is used
on the left-hand, or nearside. Do not over-tighten. Check the nuts later (as with any car) and nip them up.

Grease nipples
There are 12 grease nipples on each rear wheel (in red) and 16 (12 + 4) on each front wheel. There are six rearfacing nipples, two underneath and four forward-facing nipples (three top; 1 down).
8 nipples on each suspension link pivot pins
2 nipples on the spring seat fulcrum bushes
2 nipples on the spring control link fulcrum pin
The front wheels have 4 extra nipples (purple): 2 on the steering linkage track-rod ends and 2 on each swivel pin.

Notes
Never jack up the rear of the vehicle in the middle of the body, or near the oil tank in the engine compartment. The
body and the oil tank can crack and break. Jack up the vehicle at the corner. Use a piece of old wood to spread the
load.
Don’t use a torque wrench to get to 35 foot/pounds, since if the threads are stripped, it can be a very expensive
exercise breaking down the wheel station and bevel boxes right back to the suspension to replace components.
The bevel boxes have breather valves internally. Do not paint these over! The breather valve is at the top of the
bevel box, and releases pressure, preventing the oil blowing the seals out. Each bevel box is identically-handed on
opposite ‘corners’. This is so the breather valve locates at the top, where its meant to be, rather than at the
bottom.
Check the two drain holes in the brake plate of each wheel and poke them with a wire coat-hanger to ensure they
are free of dirt bunging them up. The brake drum catches any excess oil and it eventually drains out of these holes.
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